
The Babar Experlment

The PEP-ll B Factory at the SLAC is a high luminosity

e*e- collider operating at the mass of the Y(4S)

resonance: 10.58 GeV.

PEP-ll is operated at asymmetric energy with a beam

of 9.0 GeV electrons colliding with a beam of 3.1 GeV

anti-electrons for a CMS energy of 10.58 GeV.

Pep-ll Asymmetric Collider
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The Upsilon (4s) resonance decays exclusivery to

BW and B*B- with equal probability.
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The asymmetry in beam energy results in a Lorentz

Boost to the Y(4S) resonance of Fy = 0.56 in the

laboratory frame.

The boost is necessary for the reconstruction of
separate decay vertices of the two B mesons and the

measurement of time between the decays.
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The main goal of the Babar experiment at SLAC is the

study of CP violation in neutral B meson decays.

other goals include precision studies of decays of

heavy mesons and searches for rare decays.

The branching fractions of B mesons into, for

instance; CP eigenstates, are on the order of 104.

The branching fraction for rare decay states are on

the order of 10-5 or less.
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ln order to fully study either CP violation or rare

decays, of the Bo'S must be fully reconstructed from

both charged and neutral final states, while the state

of the other B meson (Bo or Bo) must be identified

from its decay Products.
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To reconstruct the states requires:

F very good resolution in position, momentum and
energy,

F precise vertex resolution, both transverse and
parallel to the beam direction,

F efficient particle identification (PlD) for electrons,
muons and kaons,

F excellent reconstruction efficiency for charged
particles and photons down to low energies, and
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FCNC Electroweak Penquin Decav

The search continues for physics Beyond the

Standard Model. one interesting and accessible

probe for such a search is through the study of
electr"oweak penguin decays. Measurements of loop

processes constitute a sensitive low energy probe for

extensions to the Standard Model

ln the standard Model, flavour changing neutral

current decays are forbidden at the tree level since

there is no direct coupling between for instance the b
quark, and the s quark.

Such a rare decay

processes, involving

vertices that include

boson.

occurs through higher order

loops with flavour changing

the exchange of a W vector
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The proposed area of research is the study of a
specific type of flavour changing neutral current

exclusive electroweak penguin decay.

I am interested in flavour changing neutral current

dileptonic exclusive electroweak penguin decays of

the type B ) K l+ l- and B + K. (892) t+ t-.

Measurements of the rates for these decay types

have been performed and continue to be undertaken

at several sites around the world including sLAc,
CESR and KEK at the Upsilon Y(4S) ) B meson

resonance.

At the fourth resonance Y(4s) there is enough energy

in the excited state to create a light quark/anti-quark

pair, producing a pair of B mesons.



Penquin Decavs

Effective b ) s flavour changing neutral current
decays are induced by one loop or "penguin decay"
diagrams where a quark emits and reabsorbs a w
thus changing flavour twice, as in the b ) t ) s

transition:

W- {

tnt***
1r\

t\
1{

,r S:Ct

Photons (zo) can be emitted by the w vector boson
(shown), or from any of the quarks in the loop.
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Dileptonic Penquin Processes

The dileptonic penguin processes B ) K l+ l- and B

) K* (892) l+ l- involve the production of a lepton

pair from either a hard photon or a Zo vector boson

emitted in the penguin diagram:

*

Compared to the electromagnetic penguin decays b -

prediction for the b ) sl*l- FCNC branching fraction is

two orders of magnitude smaller than for b ) sy.
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The CKM Matrix

These loop diagrams, with their interesting
combinations of cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (cKM)
matrix elements, give insight into the standard Moder,

The cKM matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix describing the
mixing of flavours through the electroweak interaction.

Vcrm =
Vuo Vu, Vuo
Vco V., V"o
Vo V' Vo

The cKM matrix coupres the quark weak eigenstates
to their mass eigenstates. For the Standard Model
with three generations, the cKM mixing matrix can be
described completely by three Euler-type angles, and
one complex phase.
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ln the Wolfenstein parameterization, the CKM matrix

is approximated using four real, independent

parameters (4, A, p, q) with the parameter | = sin 0c

= O.22, where 0c is the Cabibbo angle.

Vcrcu =

1-x2/2

-A

A

1-h2 t2

AA3(p-iq)

AA2

AA3(1-p-iq) -AA2

+ o(A4)

ln this parameterization the off diagonal elements are

small and the diagonal elements are close to 1, and

A, p and n are on order 1. Note that the complex

phase is included in the Vuo ?nd V16 terms.
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ln terms of present 90% confidence limits on the
magnitudes of the matrix elements are the following:

\,VCKM -

0.9739 - 0.9751 0.221 - 0.227 0.0029 - 0.0045

0.221 - 0.227 0.9730 - 0.9744 0.039 - 0.A44

0.0048 - 0.014 0.037 - 0.043 0.9990-0.9992t,l*Ft\ rluf, r {t.r
of the FCNC loop diagram
processes:

ln terms
penguin

for the dileptonic

F The b ) t transition term is of primary importance
since the mass of the top quark the main
contributor to the loop is large (m, = 175
GeV/C) and the coupling of the b quark to the t
quark Vo is very close to unity, ( I Vto I = 0.999).

F The t ) s transition term, oh the other hand, is
given by V, which has a magnitude on the order
of 0.037 0.A44 fin the Wolfenstein
parameterization it goes as A2 = P.22)2 = 0,A4).

Fme t ) d is strongly suppressed (in the
Wolfenstein parameterization it goes as A3 =
P.22) 

3 = 0.01 - two orders of magnitude lower
than the coupling of the b quark to the t quark).
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The Effective Hamiltonian

At high energy scales, H = Mw = 80 GeV. The SLAC,

CESR and KEK experiments are at energies about

one order of magnitude below the mass of the W

vector boson.

To obtain an effective low energy theory relevant for

scales p = lTls = 5 GeV, heavy degrees of freedom

must be integrated out to obtain an effective coupling

for point-like interactions of initial and final state

particles, namely
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The heavy degrees of freedom in loop decays are the

t, W and Z contributions.

ln the effective theory the heavy degrees of freedom

are integrated out - that is, after integration they do

not appear explicitly in the theory, but their effects are

hidden in the effective gauge coupling constants,

running masses and in the Wilson coefficients 1Ci)

describing the effective strength of the local operators

1Oi) generated by electroweak and strong interactions:

F The Wilson coefficients 1Ci) describe the

short distance/high energy contributions to

the electroweak and strong interactions, and

} the local Operators 1Oi) characterize the long

distance/low energy contributions to the

electroweak and str"ong interactions.
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ln the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) formalism
the effective Hamiltonian has the following form:

?{*n :- gg v*rfl c;{t }ei {p}
'fr 

'tCI'ts !*'

The Operators Qi(p) are grouped into three categories

o the current-current Operators ( i= 1,2),
o the gluonic penguin Operators, (i = 3,..., 6) and
o the electroweak penguin Operators (i = 7, ..., 10).

The important electroweak penguin operators are

Qz(p) = al -sB opu (mo b*B FPU)

Qeftr) = s' ( 5B yP brB) 0 yr, | )
Qro(p) = q' ( 5B yP brB) ( vu ys | )

where

. q is the fine structure c0nstant,

. -s is the strange quark spinor,

. b is the beauty quark spinor,
o yt' are the Dirac matrix,
. I is the electron (muon) spinor and
o F is a colour index with summation implied over

repeated indices.
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The calculations are performed at a high energy scale

U = Mw and then are rescaled to a low energy scale pr

= rns using renormalization group equations. This

renormalization mixes the operators, namely

C i(tr) - f U u (U, Mw) C i (M*)

The renormalization can be done in such a fashion

that the p dependence of Ci is cancelled by the p of

Oi, thus any observable quantity does not depend on

the renormalization scale pr.

Even though renormalization mixes the operators, for

the electroweak electromagnetic and dileptonic

penguin processes, they are mostly sensitive to a
small subset of Wilson coefficients;

b)sytoCz
b ) sl*l- to Cz, Cs, Cro
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ln terms of the FCNC diagrams, the coefficients Cz,

Cg, Cro rel€tte to different processes contributing to b

) sl*f-, btsy*) sl*l-,andb)sZ*) sl*l-,and

to the box diagram.

Cz Cs and Gro

**

,/.1

dfulF '"
Hr* l ,'w*

$#504

Box Diagram

While the b ) sy decay is only sensitive to the

absolute value of the Cz Wilson coefficient, the

coefficient in the effective Hamiltonian b ) sl"l- is

also sensitive to the sign of Cz and to the Ce and Cro

coefficients, where the relative contributions vary with

the l*l- masses.
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The sign of Cz has yet to be determined

experimentally. The Standard Model predicts that Cz

has a negative value (Ct = * 0.31 ).

For the dileptonic penguin decays b ) sl*l- which

involve a b ) s quark transition, the effective

Hamiltonian leads to the following decay amplitude:

"4(b 
-* strr-) : Wrfu{dtslfrr* 

tnl?f 4 + cro($)[Er btl[tf'vul

zq*(s),r,, lt**$o*]Wnl

where s = q2 is the squared sum of the leptons' four

momentum, f = s/mo2 is its normalization in terms of

the B meson mass, rxoi and rfi = mo/ ms is the

normalized mass of the b quark, evaluated at the

scalb p. The mass of the strange quark is assumed

to be zero, while the leptons are kept massive.
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Cr"o represents an effective Wilson coefficient for C7,

and Cn"o represents an effective Wilson coefficient for

Cg. Both terms take into account quark corrections.

The matrix elements of the quark operators in the

decay amplitude cannot be calculated perturbatively

and must therefore be parameterized in terms of form

factors. These form factors can be approximately

calculated and the theoretical values compared with

experimental results.

The Measured Rates

The search for FCNC Penguin decays began a

decade ago. They were experimentally established

by observations of B ) K* y at CLEO in 1993.
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Assuming unitarity of the CKM matrix to constrain V1r,

the Standard Model predicts

Br (b -> sy) = (3.29 + 0.33) x 104

while the measured value is

Br (b -> sy) = (3.3 + 0.4) x 10-4.

Quantitative tests of the sM with rates measured for
exclusive channels are probrematic given our inability
to calculate the hadronization probabilities from first
principles.

Fortunately, when summed over all possible final
states, hadronization probabilities are not relevant,

and the inclusively measured rate should reflect the
short distance interactions which can accurately be
predicted using the effective Hamiltonian of the SM.
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The Standard Model predicts a branching fraction on

the order of 10-5 for the inclusive B ) Xrl+ t- decay.

The branching fraction for inclusive B ) X, l+ l- decay

was first measured by Belle

Br(B) X, l+l-)=(6.1 +1.4)x10€

The exclusive B + K l+ l- decay was first observed

by Belle. Predictions for the exclusive B + K l+ l-
decay vary, depending on the model and the manner

in which the form factors are parameterized.

Non-resonant branching fractions have been

predicted for the exclusive B ) K l+ l- by Ali et al., of

Br(B) Kl+l-)=A.57x10€
and

Br(B ) K*(892) l+ l- ) = 4.5 x 10€
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Recently both Babar and Belle have updated the
measurements. The average for the branching

fraction measurements are

Br(B ) K l+ l- ) = (0.S4 + 0.08) x 10$

and

Br(B ) K*(892) l+ l- ) = (1 .05 + 0.20) x 106

The measurements for the excrusive B ) K(K) l+ l-
show an uncertainty of between 15 and ZA%.

The research proposed for my ph.D. is to use Babar
data to 2006 to refine the excrusive B t K(K.) l+ l-
measurements. More complete measurements may
point to physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Beyond the Standard Model

Since the SM loops involve the heaviest known

particles (t, W, Z), rates for these processes are very

sensitive to SM extensions with heavy charged Higgs,

or SUSY particles.

Measurements of loop processes constitute a

sensitive low energy probe for extensions to the

Standard Model. Particles heavier than the t quark,

such as a new Higgs boson particles predicted by

sorne SUSY models, can enter the loop and change

the predicted rate of the penguin decays.

Since extensions of the Standard Model contribute

additional diagrams at the high energy scale, they

modify the values of the Wilson coefficients in the

effective low energy theory.
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To characterize quantitatively the departure of a given
I

i r t ? .i A. r r l a I ri model from the Standard Model, it is convenient to
ii define ratios of Wilson Coefficients:

Ri(U)=(C, *t +Ci t*)/(C, t*)

where C, *t is the ith coefficient in New Physics and Ci

sM is the ith coefficient in the Standard Model.

Of interest is the ratio Rz, which based on present

experimental results can be constrained (existing B )
Xs y data) to:

0.80< I nr(p=4.BGeVlc2) I .1.20

Since the sign of Ct has yet to be determined

experimentally (the SM predicts a negative value for

Cz ), extensions to the SM may appear as we refine

the exclusive B ) K(K) l+ l- measurements.
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Electroweak Penguin Decays at Belle

excerpt from presentation by Akimasa lshikawa,
al Beauty 2005, June 2005, Assisi ltaly

Exclusive Decay Belle Measurements to 2004

Br( B -> K l+l-) = (5.50 + 0.75) x 10-7

Br( B -> K* t+l-) = (16.50 I2.3) x 10'7

Prediction by Ali et al.

Br( B -> K l+l-) - (3.5 I1.2) x 1A-7

Br( B -> K* 1+l) = (1 1 .9 + 3.9) x 10-7
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